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INSPIRE.

ENGAGE.

ENTERTAIN.

" A  TERR I F I C  SESS ION  

WE  P LAN  TO  MODEL  

THROUGHOUT  OUR  

TEAM "

STORYTELLING

Clear, digestible information is fine, but it 

won't set hearts racing. Storytelling inspires 

your audience, increases understanding and 

drives emotional engagement. Stories make 

sense of what we do, sometimes for us just as 

much as for our audiences, In our sessions, 

Jonathan will take you through the makings 

of a great story. What to leave in, what to take 

out and how to structure the narrative of your 

business.

JONATHAN MCCREA

Jonathan McCrea is one of Ireland's 

most decorated broadcasters. He is a 

trainer, event producer and founder 

of Whipsmart Media. He is also the 

co-founder of SCI:COM, one of 

Europe's largest conferences on 

communication.

A highly regarded keynote speaker, 

Jonathan has won 18 national and 

international awards for his television 

(Discovery CA, RTE, Virgin) and radio 

work.

Whipsmart Media is Jonathan's 

passion - a communications 

consultancy where he trains 

executives and company 

ambassadors on how to inspire, 

engage and entertain their audiences.

MESSAGING

WHAT  OTHERS  SAY

"Jonathan is a masterful and engaging presenter. He was able to guide us through insights that 

helped bring storytelling to life. And he gave us tangible tools that we can immediately use in our 

work. This was a terrific session that we plan to model throughout our team."

- Communications Director, Global Medical Devices

 

"Jonathan brought our executive team through a really insightful sesssion, leaving us with a simple 

set of tangible and useful learnings which we applied immediately - highly recommended."

- CEO, Ding - David Shackleton

 

"Jonathan is an excellent trainer. He changed the way I view a media opportunity. showing me how 

to plan effectively for an interview and how to relay my message clearly. This has given me much 

greater levels of confidence in my ability."

 - Aoife Brennan, Lisney

What is it that drives you and your business? 

What do you want people to know, think 

and feel about you? Your organisation has a 

vision, but it's no good sitting idle on a 

website. To bring that vision to your 

audiences, you need to develop messaging 

that tells the story you want to tell. Learn 

how to build clear messages and how to use 

story, statistics and soundbites to bring them 

to life.

Communications Director, Global Medical Devices

Book now: email bookings@whipsmartmedia.com


